A CALL FOR AN INTERNATIONAL PEACE DIALOGUE FOR NIGERIAN POLITICIANS TO AGREE ON DETERRENCE MEASURES FOR PEACEFUL 2015 GENERAL ELECTION: A PROACTIVE MONITORING MECHANISM AGAINST VIOLENCE THAT WILL AFFECT CHILDREN AND WOMEN

The international community does not need intelligence agencies report predicting that Nigerian 2015 general election will be very violent, if international coordinated proactive peaceful measures are not put in place to deter violence minded or corrupt Politicians from violence crimes against humanity. The objectives of Abraham’s Children Foundation call for International Peace Dialogue for Nigerian Politicians are thus:

- To create an international legal forum where Nigerian Politicians will agree on acceptable civilized democratic election process that is violence free.
- To agree on deterrence measure to be put in place to proactively prevent all forms of pre-election and post-election violence that will affect national stability of other African nations.
- To agree on international community monitoring of compliance by all Nigerian Politicians and Political parties and on prosecution by International Court of Justice for all violence crimes against humanity and violations of Dialogue agreements.
- To create a process in which for the first time in Nigeria history citizens votes count and losers after the election congratulate winners in all Nigerian communities.

The objective of our earlier advocacy for Nigerian Tribes National Dialogue is generally to create a national forum whereby all ethnic or tribal nationalities of Nigeria agree not to allow Politicians in their communities to instigate them into Inter-ethnic violence, ethno-political war, ethno-religious war for their selfish quest for political power.

Women and children in developing nations are more affected by absence of political agreement or written undertaking to abide by politicians for a peaceful democratic election as practice in developed democratic nations. The growing pre-and –post election violence in some African nations had resulted in many un-accounted crimes against humanity (especially targeted at increasing the suffering of women and children). Despite absence of proactive agreement among Kenya politicians, the international community post-election action and indictment of politicians should be extended to all developing democratic nations with unstable electoral process. An international deterrence against political crimes that directly and indirectly affect women and children has the following advantage for global peace and security promoted by United Nations and other peace promoting institutes or humanitarian organizations:

- Reduce cost of international peace keeping in developing nations.
• Reduce political motivated attacks on officials of Diplomatic missions and agencies of United Nations
• Reduce global cost and numbers of refugees and internally displaced persons in developing nations with unstable democratic electoral system.
• Reduce corruption and indiscipline in the electoral process of developing nations.
• Reduce human created suffering associated with political violence that affects women and children in developing nations, (especially democratic nations of Africa).
• Reduce problem of hunger and disease in developing nations with unstable democratic system of governance.
• Provide a conducive beneficial environment for corporate organizations and humanitarian organizations to operate in developing nations.
• Reduce the proliferation of small and light weapons in multi-ethnic communities of developing nations for use in ethno-political conflicts.
• Reduce cases of politically motivated sea piracy, terrorism and kidnapping in developing nations.

In July 2012, Abraham’s Children Foundation Democratic Governance unit advocated for “Nigerian Tribes national dialogue on corruption and jobless youth’s crimes: a global pro-active plan for a peaceful 2015 General election and a set example for other Democratic nation’s insecurity challenges and conflict resolution.” With international community’s support for our initiative, the Nigerian government has set up a committee for national dialogue of all ethnic nationalities. Further to our advocacy for Nigerian Tribes national dialogue, we hereby call for international community support for an international platform for Nigerian politicians to agree on acceptable civilized democratic process for a peaceful election in 2015. The international agreement reach by representatives of all political parties will:

1. Be binding on all Nigerian politicians, security officials, electoral officials, judicial officials and will serve as deterrence against political violence that threaten the peace and unity of the nation.
2. Require a written undertaking that should be sign by all politicians, security officials, electoral officials and judicial officials, that they will be arrested to pay for any crimes against humanity associated with election in Nigeria.
3. Provide security guarantee to leadership of security agencies that they will not lose their job or position for constitutionally allowing a fair electoral environment for citizens to democratically choose their leaders.
4. Discourage political corruption of cross-carpeting from one political party to another during primaries of political parties. The presence corrupt party arrangement could be described as one federal party with multiple platforms for elected political officers. This is an abused of democratic process.
5. Agree on process to end the use of public fund for political activities and campaign.
6. Reduce the influence of political office holders and leadership at all level of government over electoral process in period of election.
7. Subject all security operatives on election assignment to take orders from INEC Chairman and his empowered representative at state and local government levels.

8. End the re-occurring delay in the delivery of electoral materials to the polling units in election days. Election time table must be strictly followed in line with service delivery policy of Federal Republic of Nigeria (SERVICOM).

9. Provide the International Criminal Court with power to arrest and bring to justice politicians, security operatives, Electoral officials and judicial officials that act against the agreement and the national interest of peace and unity of Nigeria in 2015 and beyond.

10. End the act whereby security operatives are use to force National Youth Service Corpers deploy during election period to act against their conscience, thereby subjecting them to danger of post – election violence. The international community should carry out a secret study on electoral misconducts in which youth corpers are subjected to by security operatives acting on orders of politicians in office at all levels of government.

11. End the use of armed youth thugs during election by politicians. This will help reduce the increasing number of youth cult groups in Nigerian communities. Nigerian communities are fully arm for political violence or ethno political war or violence. The supply of small arms and light weapons to jobless youth will reduce the criminal cases of arm robbery, kidnapping and acts of terrorism.


13. Provide an age - limit for all aged politicians to retire from politics to give way to youths to take over political powers in all political parties of the nations.

14. Guarantee the security of nations with borders to Nigeria and the West Africa regions. More human and children will die of hunger and disease, if Nigerian politicians fail to agree on common issues that will guarantee a non - violence 2015 general election,

The international community should take proactive and cost effective measure to act in the best national interest of unity of Nigerian women and children, if Nigerian politicians fail to agree on a civilized process for pre-election and post-2015 general election. The international community through United Nations Security Council should work for the conduct of a fair election for the people of Nigeria in 2015, if no agreement is reach by Nigerian politicians for an international acceptable election process free of past misconducts.

Abraham’s Children Foundation Democratic Governance unit call for international Dialogue of Nigeria politicians is a necessary deterrence against violence pre –election and post-election of 2015 in Nigeria, in which women and children will be most affected. The international community must note that since 1999, no general election was considered by Nigerian politicians as free and fair as rightful attested by late President Umar Musa Yar’adua after his election.

The Foundation’s prayer is that the international community should not allow Nigeria to be a fail state due to human inability to conduct a fair civilized democratic election of representatives of the
people at all levels of government. We believe that proactive measures for a peaceful democratic election that is fair to all politicians can be put in place through an international dialogue organized by United States Institute of Peace, Department of Political Affairs United Nations, International Court of Justice and Institutes of Peace and Conflict Resolution Nigeria. A successful Nigerian electoral experiment can be adapt and modified for other developing nations with similar electoral challenges like Nigeria. The current political situation of Syria and Somalia must not be allowed to re-occur in Nigeria by the international community. Nigerian Children and Women need pre-election peace dialogue or process now and not when war of pre-election or post-election is going on as seen in other developed nations.
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NATIONAL DIALOGUE OF NIGERIAN TRIBES ON CORRUPTION AND JOBLESS YOUTHS CRIMES

Abraham's Children Foundation is not in support of Sovereign National Conference (SNC) because it will provide politicians behind Boko Haram, Niger Delta Militants, South-Eastern Militant (MASSOB) and South-Western Militants (OPC) the opportunity to actualize their agenda to break-up the nation. The foundation agree with the Delta State Governor's position that SNC will create more regional power struggles and crisis that will consume more human lives in all regions than the present recorded dead due to insecurity challenges of corruption and jobless youth crimes. Daily Sun Newspaper of March 7, 2012 (page 6) published thus:

"A midst call by some interest groups for the convocation of a Sovereign National Conference (SNC) in the country, the Delta State Governor, Emmanuel Uduaghan yesterday dismissed such calls, saying such a conference will create more problems for the country than the canvassers intend to solved. He said there was no need for a SNC in the country, as in his views it would create more problems for the country than envisaged."

The Foundation is also in support of this statement of Senator Lekan Balogun published in Daily Sun Newspaper of Thursday April 15, 2012 (page 31).

"Let's have an independent national conference^ not Sovereign National Conference, where Nigerians will talk freely about their problems, and then say this is the kind of country we want. We have some conferences in the past. The traditional rules will pick, trade unions will pick, government can also pick a few public spirited people across the country. A national conference of a sort is inevitable otherwise, we will be having revolution in our hands soon. And you know a revolution happens in a situation whereby the people no longer want to be governed in the old ways. There are no obvious alternative at hand, that is when you have a revolution. Things are not going right. We don't even have an immediate alternative where we will say let's try."
The Foundation also agree with this statement by Arewa Consultative Forum (ACF) published by Daily Sun of Friday, February 10, 2012: "ACF wishes to assure the nation that it is not averse to any talks that can bring Nigerians together so they can unleash their synergy and live up their collective challenges. But if our elected government and representatives are not qualified to organize such talks, nor dialogue with any group on any topic, then who is Qualified?"

The Foundation proposed call for National Dialogue of Nigerian 270 or more tribes became necessary due to failure of previous national conferences to achieve tangible results with respect to the challenge of corruption negligence and indiscipline by citizens which have resulted in the deaths of humans. Moreover, Federal government inability to effectively use the National Orientation Agency (NOA) to promote peace, unity and security nationwide, necessitated the need for nations of tribes that make up Nigeria to have dialogue with one another over corruption and jobless youth crimes in their respective tribal nations. This will be the first of it kind in Nigeria, if not mistaken. The tribal nations that made up Nigeria has the duty to prevent any serious problem that may result in the eventual break-up of Nigeria or create a serious security challenges as the nation is currently experiencing. The Foundation believe that the tribal nations will back the Federal Government civil approach on youth’s militancy agitations for a transparent nation that has a future for them through over 67 million job creation.

The Foundation noted that the proposed National Dialogue of all tribes in Nigeria will enable them make recommendations to the President, the ruling party, the National Assembly and State Governors on the negligence, indiscipline, insensitivity, impunity and corruption that has resulted in these security challenges to the nation and the international community:

1. Agitation for resource control.
2. Agitation for true Federalism.
3. Promotion of disunity among citizens through indigenes and settlers policies of States and Local Government areas.
4. Absence of discipline short and long term industrial plan and its execution for massive job creation and revenue for state and local government areas.
5. Mismanagement of all privatized public companies and corporation and the non-completion of mega-industry (Like Ajakuta steel plants).
6. Youths militancy agitation of Boko Haram, MEND, MASSOB, OPC, etc due to bad ethical example set for them by those that should have being their mentors.
7. Massive youths self-employment in the crime industry of kidnapping, sea Piracy, armed robbery, fake drug, hard drug trafficking, human trafficking, false pretence business (419), impersonation, etc.

The National dialogue will provide the forum for Nigerian tribes to review the achievements and vision of Nigeria founding fathers with respect to ethic and dreams to provide jobs opportunities to their growing children and grand children through their regional industrial development plans they effectively and efficiently executed.

The tribal nations will have the opportunity to agree on the God of creation effective cure to the nation's viral ill-health of corruption and inability to do what is right and just for the general good of all tribes of the nation.
The Foundation believe that God of creation will help the tribal nations of Nigeria to reform our leaders (past and present), political office holders (past and present) and senior public officers (past and present) who have broken their oath of allegiance and oath of office after swearing with either the Bible or Quran. With the help of God of creation and the national prayer of forgiveness and removal of curse on these officials of Nigeria, they can use their looted funds as loans collected to build industries of all kind that will compete with Alhaji Aliko Dangote Industries. They will provide jobs to over 67 million Nigerian youths that are jobless and built durable infrastructure for the nation. They will re-pay back the loan given to them by their nation from profit made from their various industries in Nigeria and overseas. Tribal nations of Nigeria will make it clear to them and their children that God of creation whom they sworn and took an oath to serve Nigeria faithfully with heart and might will held them responsible for the insecurity challenge curse place on the nation. The tribal nations know that any country that eschews corruption and agreed to accept transparency in governance, the country will overcome all man-made insecurity challenges associated with corruption and injustice. The tribal nations are also aware that it is not the less privilege class of a nation that provide funds for the importation of arms and ammunitions for nations with security challenges of terrorism and militancy, but the privilege class of that nation. The less privilege class is used by the privilege class to execute their hidden agenda. The tribal nations are aware that corruption and infiltration make it impossible for Nigerian law enforcement agencies to effectively fulfill their security duty to the nation.

**NOMINATION OF DELEGATES FOR THE PROPOSED NATIONAL DIALOGUE OF NIGERIAN TRIBES**

1. Two representatives of tribal nations that occupy the geographical land called Nigeria.
2. One representative of militant youth group in Nigeria as observers.
3. Two representative of National Assembly as observers.
4. One representative registered trade unions as observers.
5. Leader of 36 states council of traditional rulers as observers.
6. Three Federal government delegates as observers.
7. Two Representative of Diplomatic Community as observers.
8. One representative of State government as observers.
9. One representative of Local government in each geo-political zone as observers.
10. Seven Christians and Seven Muslims clerics that are free of any crime of corruption. They will act as levite tribe for Nigeria to reverse the curse of the Bible and Quran on the nation’s past and present official that broke their sworn oath of allegiance and oath of office to serve Nigeria faithfully. The uprightness of the 14 clerics will guarantee the God of Creation response to the tribal nations of Nigeria desire.
11. Seven representative of African religion one from each geo-political zone and Abuja. They are expected invoke God of creation curse on all open and secret adherent of African religions that violet their oath of allegiance and oath of office to serve Nigeria faithfully with hearts and might and refuses to repent of their crimes against the nation and the international community citizens that died as a result of insecurity created by their past and present activity.

**THE PROPOSED NATIONAL DIALOGUE OF NIGERIAN TRIBES AGENDA**

1. State of the nation with respect to over 67 million youths that are jobless.
2. State of the nation with respect to corruption and crimes associated with it.
3. State of the nation with respect to insecurity of Terrorism, militancy, kidnapping, armed robbery and sea piracy.
4. State of the nation with respect to failed Justice System and Law Enforcement in a Rule of Law nation.
5. State of the nation with respect to moral education and cultism in tertiary institution.
6. State of the nation with respect to the setting up emergency special tribunals for trials of corruption cases in Nigeria.
7. State of the nation with respect to indiscipline in Public Service system.
8. Setting up of National Truth and Reconciliation Commission on corruption crimes against Nigerian citizens and foreign citizens
9. State of the nation with respect to social services and critical infra-structure agitation in all geo-political zones.
10. State of the nation with respect to indigenes-settlers disputes and Fulani-farmer's crisis.
11. Consideration of the need of the leaders of the Commonwealth Head of Government (Queen of England) to assist in Nigerian Justice delivery system.
12. State of the nation pension system with respect to re-positioning it for effective service delivery.
13. Appraisal of the nation's official's oath of Allegiance, Oath of Office, respect for National pledge and National Anthem respect to these questions:

(a) Oath of Allegiance:
"I... do solemnly swear/affirm that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to the Federal Republic of Nigeria and that I will preserve, protect and defend the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. So help me God".

Can all Nigerian tribes confirm before God that the nation's officials have faithfully bear truth allegiance to the nation or to other nations where they transfer funds of the nation development to invest?

(b) Oath of Office:
1. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials have discharged their duties always in the interest of the sovereignty, integrity, solidarity, well being and prosperity of the nation?
2. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that section 23 of the nation's constitution on national ethics is faithfully obeyed by the nation's officials with respect to discipline and patriotism?
3. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that the nation's officials are devoted to service and well-being of the people of Nigeria?

(c). National Pledge:
"I pledge to Nigeria my country to be faithful, loyal and honest, to serve Nigeria with all my strength, to defend her unity, and uphold her honour and glory, so help me God."

1. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials are sincere to their pledge to serve the nation faithfully, loyally and honestly?
2. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials are defending the nation unity and upholding the nation honour and glory?

(d) National Anthem:
"Arise, O compatriots, Nigeria's call obey, to serve our father land, with love and strength and faith, the labour of our Heroes past shall never be in vain, to serve with heart and mighty, one nation bound in freedom, peace and unity."

1. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials have served the nation with love strength and faith without looting of its resource to other nations for their development?
2. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials have not made the labour of Sir Ahmadu Bello, Sir Abubakar Tafewa Balewa, Sir Obafemi Awolowo, Sir Nnamdi Azikiwe etc (the heroes of Nigerian independence) to be in vain?
3. Can all Nigerian tribes confirm that our nation's officials have served the nation with their heart and might to ensure that Nigeria is one nation bound in freedom, peace and unity after 2015?

(e) National Anthem prayer for Nigeria: "O God of creation, direct our noble cause, guide our leaders right, help our youth the truth to know, in love and honesty to grow, and living just and true, great lofty heights attain, to build a nation where peace and justice shall reign."

Nigerian tribes deterrence to corruption and curses for the nation's un-repented officials that broke their sworn Oath of allegiance, Oath of office, National Pledge, National Anthem, and National ethics of Nigerian constitution. The God of creation approach for the State of Israel tribes is revealed in the Bible and Quran below:

"On the same day Moses commanded the people: when you (i.e. Israelites) have crossed the Jordan, these tribes shall stand on Mount Gerizim to bless the people: Simeon, Levi, Judah. Issachar. Joseph and Benjamin. And these tribes shall stand on Mount Ebal to pronounce curses: Reuben. Gad. Asher. Zebulun. Dan and Naphthali. Levites shall recite to all the people of Israel in a loud voice " (Deuteronomy 27:11).

"Curse is the man who kills his neighbour secretly'. Then all the people shall say 'Amen!'. 'Cursed is the man who accepts a bribe to fall an innocent person' then all the people shall say 'Amen!'. 'Cursed is the man who does not uphold the words of this law by carrying them out" Then all (the people shall say 'Amen" (Deuteronomy 27:24 - 26).

"Allah did aforetime take a covenant from the children of Israel and We (i.e. God) appointed twelve chieftains among them. And Allah said: 'I am with you, if ye establish regular prayers, pay Zakat (i.e. tithe), believe in My Messengers (i.e. Prophets), honour and assist them, and loan to Allah a beautiful loan. verily I will wipe out from you your evils, and admit you to Gardens (i.e. paradise) with rivers flowing beneath: but if any of you, after this resisteth faith, he hath truly wandered from the path of rectitude '. But because of their breach of their covenant. We (i.e. God) cursed them, and made their hearts grow hard. They change words from their places and forget a good part of the message that was sent them nor wilt thou cease to find them - barring a forever bent on deceits. But forgive them and over look. For Allah loveth those who are kind. " (Quran 5:12-13).
Note: Sincere Nigerian tribal nations have no tribe like Levite tribe of Israel, incorruptible and upright religious clerics among Christians and Muslims will be selected by the tribal nations as guided by God of creation. Incorruptible and upright clerics of African religions should be given the opportunity to curse un-repented Nigerian citizens that are corrupt. The National Dialogue of Nigerian tribal nations will authorized the selected upright clerics to pray to God of creation reference in Oath of Allegiance, Oath of office, National Pledge and National Anthem to undo his curse on all repented officials of the nation (past and present) and to curse un-repented official of the nation that broke their oath of office through their immoral, dishonest and unfaithful service of corruption and its related crimes. God of creation curse of insecurity challenges be reverse to be on the un-repented officials and all those who knowingly associate with them publicly or in secret (directly or indirectly). While God of creation blessing will unite Nigerians in doing what is right for the development and progress of the nation. He will curse un-repented corrupt Nigerian citizens and their corrupt associates and break their union with their tribal nation and extended families. The action of Nigerian tribal nation before God of creation, whose help the call to bear on the nation bad governance will act as a deterrence to all citizens with respect to immoral, dishonest, negligence and all unethical unreligious and un-civilized activities associated with corruptions and its related crimes. God of creation curse of cardiac arrest and destructive acts of nature will surely eliminate all un-repented officials of the nation (past and present) before 2015 general election. The Foundation wish to point out to humans of all nations that, even if the President of Nigeria and the ruling party turn down this proposal, to deter corruption through curse pronounce on un-repented public officials, all officials that broke the laws of the Bible, Quran, Constitution, Sworn Oath of Allegiance, Sworn Oath of office and Nigerian laws are already under curses. One of these curses is 'the curse of lacking contentment, peace and insecurity of an uncertain future for them, their children and dependents. Corruption itself is a curse that makes a reasonable morally upright person created by God of creation to be unmoral dishonest. depraved, learned illiterate, irreligious and uncivilized. Animals are better in the sight of God of creation than corrupt-minded humans. Corrupt humans are never aware that their peace and security depends on the good governance and the happiness of all citizens of the nation.

CORRUPTION CRIME OF PERJURY BY NIGERIAN PUBLIC OFFICIALS PAST AND PRESENT AND ITS BIBLICAL AND QURANIC CONSEQUENCES

“When a man makes a vow to the Lord or takes an oath to obligate himself by a pledge, he must not break his word but must do everything he said.”
Numbers 30:2.

"Again, you have heard it was said to the people long ago. 'Do not break your oath, but keep the oaths you have made to the Lord'. Matthew 5:33

"But those who hate Him (i.e. God of creation or Allah) He will repay to their face by destruction. He will not be slow to repay to their face those who hate him." Deuteronomy 7:10.

"For we know Him who said. 'It is mine to avenge, I will repay ' again. The Lord will judge His people." Hebrews 10:30.

"It is a dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God." Hebrews10:31.
"And make not Allah's and excuse in your oaths against doing good or acting rightly, or making peace between persons: for Allah is one who heareth and knoweth all things. Allah will not call you to account for thoughtlessness in your oaths, but for the intention in your hearts, and He is oft-forgiving, most forbearing." Quran 2:224-225.

"And take not your oaths, to practice deception between yourselves. With the result that someone's foot may slip after it was firmly planted, and ye may have to test the evil of having hindered from the path of Allah, and a mighty wrath descends on you." Quran 16:94.

"They swear their strongest oaths by Allah that, if only thou (i.e. prophet Muhammad) wouldst them. they would leave. Say: 'Swear ye not; obedience is reasonable; verily, Allah is well acquainted with all that ye do.' Quran 24:53.

"As for those who sell the faith they owe to Allah and their own solemnly plighted word for a small price, they shall have no portion in the hereafter. Nor will Allah speak to them or look at them on the Day of Judgment, nor will He cleanse them. They shall have a grievous chastisement" Quran 3:77.

"Allah commands justice, the doing of good and giving to kith and kin, and He forbids all indecent deeds, and evil and rebellion. He instructs you that ye may receive admonition. Fulfil the covenant of Allah when ye have entered into it, and break not your oaths after ye have confirmed them; indeed ye have made Allah your surety; for Allah knoweth all that ye do." Quran 16:90 - 91. "Allah has already ordained for you, the expiration of your oaths. And Allah is your protector, and He is full of knowledge and wisdom." Quran 66:2.

"Allah will not call you to account for what is void in your oaths, but He will call you to account for your deliberate oaths. For expiation, feed ten indigent persons, on a scale of the average for the food of your families; or clothe them; or give a slave his freedom. If that is beyond your means, fast for three days. That is the expiation for the oaths ye have sworn. But keep to your oaths. Thus do Allah make dear to you His signs, that ye may be grateful. " Quran 5:89.

It is Abraham's Children Foundation opinion that because God's presence is lacking in the life of religious clerics and the successive administrations of Nigeria, the curse of insecurity is in place to drawback their attention back to the National Anthem’s ‘God of Creation’. The security challenges is God's plan to direct Nigerians noble cause, guide our leaders right and help our youth the truth to know on the evil of corruption and its under development crimes against humanity. God of creation want to re-build Nigeria in love, justice and truth from it bad foundation. Daily Sun Newspaper of March 19, 2012 (page 8) published this statement "by President of Uma Ukpai Evangelistic Association Inc. Rev Uma Ukpai:

"Boko Haram is the best thing that has happened to Nigeria because it has thrown up the urgent need to review the strength of the foundation of the nation. He urged Christians and Muslims to join hands to dislodge the sect that became a common enemy. The lingering menace should be exploited to correct the wrong that plague the nation. It is a call to review the strength of our Foundation as a nation. It is also an invitation to re-examine our regard
for one another and a call to review and examine the way forward. It is also mandatory on us all to confront our failures to be our brother's keeper. Boko Haram's boldness is challenging. We were told they are illiterate and if they can exhibit this level of creativity and evil imagination, we need to go back to our closets and put our house in order”

King Solomon of Israel foresaw the end of the wealthy and the poor in human societies and saw that they have a common destiny. No Nigerian citizen rich or poor takes anything with him or her at dead to the hereafter. At dead, the leader and the poor citizen are at the same level before God of creation. The Bible revealed thus:

"So I reflected on all this and concluded that the righteous and the wise and what they do are in God's hands, but no man knows whether love or hate await him'. "This is the evil in everything that happens under the sun: the same destiny overtakes all. The hearts of men, however, are full of evil and there is madness in their hearts while they live, and afterward they join the dead." Ecclesiastes 9:13.

PROPOSAL FOR JOB CREATION TO OVER 67 MILLION JOBLESS YOUTHS TO BE CONSIDERED BY NIGERIAN TRIBAL NATIONS, THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY, AGENCIES AND CORPORATIONS

It is the Foundation responsibility to generate ideas and solutions on Jobless youth’s crimes and violent revolution against the nation, for the international community, agencies and corporation. It is up to these bodies to decide on ideas and solution put forward by the Foundation, with the goal and objectives that will bring peace and security in Nigerian communities where international agencies and corporations operates and contribute to the growth and stability of the world economy. The National Dialogue of Nigerian tribes, the international community, agencies and corporations should consider the following areas of Job creation for over 67 million unengaged youths:

1. All Local government areas in Nigeria should build one factory each year for the mass production of single product or component that is currently imported.
2. Each State government in Nigeria should build a factory in each senatorial zone each year for the production of components needed by other factories in Nigeria and other African nations.
3. The Federal government should build one assembling factory or plant in each geo-political zone each year
4. Importers of all finished products or goods should be force through incentive to make their foreign manufacturers to set up branch factories for the manufacturing or assembling of such products for the Nigerian, West African and Central African markets.
5. Religious organization that generate high income from their adherence that is tax free should be directed to invest in building factories for the employment of youths of their religion that are jobless.
6. Mass recruitment of youths into a modern Nigerian Police is necessary to improve the ratio of police personnel per thousands of citizens
7. Mass recruitment of youths into yet to be established Coastal Guard for Nigerian borders patrol and defence
8. Building of more Prisons in all Senatorial zones of the federation and the recruitment of youths into Nigerian Prison Service
9. Re-position of Nigerian Pension system for effective service delivery that will give way to mass retirement of long-serving public officers and mass recruitment of youths into the public service.

10. Special job package must be put in place for all militants groups (Boko Haram, MEND etc) that accepted Federal government amnesty program and where train within and outside Nigeria.

11. All banks in Nigeria should have the social responsibility of investing in Job creation for youths in area where they do business. This will help reduce the rate of bank robbery attacks on Nigerian banks.

12. All officials of the nation that loot public funds and repented should not return back what is taken as loan, if they can effectively be used to build factories for mass youth engagement. Profit made from the factories should be used to pay back to Federal government account with Central Bank of Nigeria. Repented officials that cannot effectively used their looted funds to create jobs for youths, must return what they have to Central Bank of Nigeria.

13. The international community, agencies and corporations’ collaboration with Federal, State and Local government can assist in the area jobs creation for jobless youths and widows that are force into crimes or prostitution will be highly appreciated. This humanitarian collaboration and partnership will help reduce the transmissions of HIV virus and other sexual transmission disease.

NOTE: It is the Foundation opinion that direct dialogue between Federal Government, international community, agencies and corporations and representative of over 67 million youths on reasonable wages reductions for mass employment in to new industries to be sited in Nigeria, will result in a positive response that will make Nigeria a second investment haven after China for Africa Market. With improve power situation and cheap labour cost, in a peaceful Nigerian environment investors for North America, Asia and Europe will established their Africa branch of their corporations in collaboration will the nation’s officials (past and present).

CONCLUSION
Corruption and its associated crimes are the greatest threat to global peace, global security, human family unity, global economic growth and stability of the international oil market. The International community should let the leadership of the ruling party know that the party authority in the governance of Nigeria will cease if bad government led to the break-up of the nation in the nearest future. The youth militant leaders in all regions of Nigeria will rule over their regions without the participation of politicians of the present corrupt dispensation. The President and the ruling party must take control of the present violent youth's revolution against corruption through dialogue, job creation and mentoring by law abiding elders of all tribal nations of Nigeria.

The foundation believes that God of creation has the powers to eliminate all corrupt Nigerian citizens whose crimes are targeted at the breakup of the nation by 2015 if they are not able to achieve their selfish-interest by sacrificing national interest of peace, unity and security. A corruption free nation that break-up is better than the nation disintegration aided by corruption, curses of God of Creation on public officials and general insecurity challenges created by jobless youth's crimes. Democracy is a government of people where
elected public officials are mandated to deliver good governance to the people by whatever means necessary. And the ultimate aim of good governance is for the elected leaders) to achieve results (i.e. end man- made problems of the nation). Nigerians now looks to the President and the ruling party to provide them with good governance by whatever means necessary. The Nigerian society wants the nation transform from a corrupt society to a transparent society build on sound justice, accountability and fairness to all citizens of the nation. Nigerian do not care whatever means employed by the President to achieve his transformation agenda, even if it means getting international assistance from the leader of Common Wealth Heads of Government (i.e. Queen of England). The greatest threat to Nigerian national security is corruption and its related crimes of terrorism, kidnapping, armed robbery, oil theft, sea piracy, militancy, cultism, etc. It is time for all Nigerian to have British standard education, justice system, police system and anticorruption system. Because of the peace, unity and security of Nigeria is greater that the political interest of any party or individual in leadership, the President should dialogue sincerely with the opposition party with the objective of stabilizing the nation before 2015 general election. No reasonable democratic state on earth will accept or support criminal acts of public officials of developing nations, because democracy does not promote indecency, indiscipline and corruption on earth. Human history' has shown that everything that has a beginning has an end. Corruption by public officials has a beginning after Nigerian independence and now is the right time to officially end it to prevent the break-up of the nation in 2015 as foretold. It is time for the President and the ruling party to stamp out corruption sincerely by the institution of good governance and public accountability at all levels of government. The God of creation and the international community will hold the President and the ruling party member responsible to their oaths and bad governance that leads to the escalation of the nation’s insecurity problem and the eventual break-up of the nation. Moreover corruption in security agencies has resulted in Nigerian citizens lost of confidence in them. Mr. President sincere war on corruption and joblessness with assistance of all tribal nations of Nigeria will enable citizens re-gain confidence to co-operate with security agencies in their war against corruption and crimes associated with it.
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